
As we look back on Q2-2022, we see that Vesper’s early investments in quality and auditing gained increased 
resonance in the current crypto downturn. Vesper Earn — a one-of-a-kind DeFi product — is well-positioned to help 
users with new options for capital preservation while accumulating crypto as yield. Additionally, Vesper is now 
available on the Avalanche network, expanding the number of available networks to three, including Ethereum 
and Polygon. In Q3-2022, we look forward to further evangelizing to protocols and users alike how Vesper’s careful 
engineering approach is of great advantage in the current market. 

Q2 Project Updates
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Q2 News Highlights

See Vesper’s Q2 2022 Summary on the next page

The biggest update in Q2 for Vesper Grow was the addition of Avalanche pools to 
the platform. Seven separate pools were created for Avalanche users, including DAI.e, 
USDC.e, AVAX, WBTC.e, USDC, WETH.e, and QI. Avalanche’s blockchain quickly became 
one of the most popular L1’s in 2022, and having product offerings for the AVAX user 
base is a great addition to Vesper’s app.  

A FRAX Grow pool was also added on Ethereum; the vaFRAX tokens can be staked 
on Convex for additional yield.

Vesper launched multiple new earn pairs in Q2, creating unique ways to earn other 
crypto holdings using existing crypto assets, or even ways to earn your way into a 
bluechip NFT. The new DAI-to-PUNK pool enables users to deposit DAI and earn PUNK 
tokens, which are fractional ownership tokens for the popular CryptoPunk NFTs.  

Providing a unique treasury-management option for miners, Vesper Earn now allows 
depositors to put USDC to work earning Lumerin (LMR), which is set to power a new 
decentralized hashrate marketplace in Q3-2022. Further, the new DAI-VSP Vesper Earn 
pool gives users a new way to earn VSP, which can then be claimed and deposited into 
the vVSP pool for additional yield.

Vesper Finance Opens Their Grow 
Pools on Avalanche  
“Vesper Finance offers an easy way to earn 
passive income. Now available on Avalanche, 
with various strategies. Finally, deposit your 
asset and sit back and relax. As easy-peasy 
as DeFi comes.”

Learn More

Decentralized Finance’s Essential Role 
in the Future of Finance 
“Conventional institutions will become the 
critical customer service layer of finance, with 
a decentralized model – and the technology that 
drives it – at the center of all transactions. For 
example, institutions will enable customers to 
interface with DeFi through a financial advisor.”

Learn More

https://www.altcoinbuzz.io/defi/vesper-finance-opens-their-grow-pools-on-avalanche/?utm_campaign=Vesper%20Grow&utm_content=205482886&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&hss_channel=tw-1300537506241417217
https://www.theblock.co/post/144430/decentralized-finances-essential-role-in-the-future-of-finance
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Q2 2022 Summary
Reporting figures were collected on July 6, 2022 at 11:00 PM UTC.

Net Native Assets
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